COMPANY PROFILE

AR Concrete
AR Ready Mix (AR) is a Chennai based ﬁrm proposing to engage in the manufacture and
marketing of Ready Mix Concrete (RMC). RMC is deﬁned as concrete manufactured as per
speciﬁcations of the customer, at a centrally located batching plant and delivered to the
construction site in truck mixers capable of mixing the ingredients of the
concrete enroot or just before delivery of the batch.
We would like to introduce ourselves that we are the manufactures of Ready-mix concrete
in the name of "AR Ready Mix ", which has a base of 5 plants located in and around
Chennai. We would like to highlight few points about our organization, please ﬁnd it in the
below:
We have ISO certiﬁed RMC plant in Kovur (CP 30 Plant)/ Medavakkam (H1J1 plant 60M3
/Per Hr) .
We are the approved Registered RMC company With Corporation of Chennai.
We have our own exclusive RMC unit in Chemmencherry for Tamil Nadu slum Clearence
Board. (Government Approved RMC supplier)
We have got approval for RMC supply to Port trust, Chennai metro ,Southern Railways,
Housing board and TNEB
We are the RMC supplier for most of the major key customer in Chennai. We have
mentioned it our client base in the proﬁle.

AR’s BackBone – The Professionals
AR operations will be headed by Mr. K. Ramesh, partner who has been in the
concrete industry since 2004. He started his career with ACE Concrete as Business and
Operations manager. He has also worked with ACC for 3 years as ALPM (Area Logistics
& Procurement Manager for the Tamil Nadu region. His strength lies in his extensive

knowledge of logistics and procurement apart from RMC plant operations. He is a Civil
Engineer with over 20 years of experience and extensive understanding of the Chennai
market.

The Details of our Plant location and customer base were given below:

Plant 1:
Our Commercial Plant is located at Kovur which is CP30 Model Plant, sharing
the compound with Ultra Tech Plant and adjacent to SRM Plant. We are
currently supplying concrete from our commercial plant to locations all over
Chennai. We also have a centralized quality control laboratory is located at
Kovur plant.

Resources
1. Transit Mixture - 8 Nos.
2. Pumps - 1 Nos. (1800D)

MAJOR CLIENT DETAILS:

Abhinitha Foundation
Adhinath Foundation.
Antony Projects Private Limited.
Ascon Engineers
Avenue Constructions
Bharath Builders
Boss Infrastructures

Breeze Homes.
CC Builders.
CCCL
Color Homes.
Constructive People Infra Project Pvt. Ltd.
Corporation project
CPCL Project
DAC Promoters
Deccan Estate Private Limited.
Deetech Energy Project System
Duraisamy Contractors
ECCI
Eswarnath Constructions
Felcon Homes.
F.L. Builders
Fern Hill Projects
G G Renovators
G.K.Shetty Builders.
Ganga Foundation.
Guna Builders.
Harsha Groups.
Image Homes.
Inmaas PVt. Ltd.
K. Govindasamy Railway Contractor
Kenrich Infra Developers Pvt. Ltd.

L & T (Under ground Transformer work).
Land Marvel.
Mahadev Builders System
MDR Infra Projects (TNEB Project)
Mutha Royal Realtors
NAPC
Priya Constructions
Purvankara.
Realitiez Infra Projects.
Ressurgent Infrastructure
AR Eco Build Systems

RPN Engineering Chennai Pvt. Ltd.
Sri Durga Construction (ICF-Railway Contractor)
True value Homes.
UG Construction Limited.
Urban Tree.
Velohar.
VGN infra project
VP Builders
VRV Developers
Super foundation (Velammal School site at Kolapakkam & Maduravayol)
Sree Balaji associates (ISHB in Industrial Estate Guindy)
N.R & co (CMWSSB site Nagar)
Trimurthy hitech company
Simplex Infrastructure (TVRF site at Egmore)

Other Client Details:

A & A Developers
Archit Builders
B.N.R constructions
B.S. Radhakrishnan
Baskaran Constructions
Babu Constructions
C. Muthu

C.S. Rao
Chidambaram Associates
D.N. Constructions
JVR Constructions
Keyem Engineers Enterprises

MKMS
MR Construction
Nava Durga
P. Manohar

Port trust
RPP Infra Projects
Sherton Builders
Shri Janani Homes
Step Stones
Sri Kailash Enterprises
Sri Pavithra Constructions
Sri Venkateswara (EB)
Thirumala Changuchakra
Rajadurai construction
Poomalai Housing P Ltd
Spaak super infra ltd

AR road map to success is as follows
Quality and reliability

Timely deliveries
Competitive pricing
Aggressive marketing
Well experienced team-players
Commitment and care

Vision of AR
To be the leading and most preferred supplier of building solutions
thus contributing to foundations for India’s future in a sustainable
manner
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Mission of AR

To be the most respected and attractive company in the industry
creating value for all our
Stakeholders

Advantage of AR concrete
Our AR Concrete team ensures safe working at customer’s site by
adopting best industry practices. The most advanced tracking systems
and a dedicated central dispatch teams ensure timely delivery of
concrete to our customers. The structural strength of the concrete is
easy to appreciate. But what isn't so visible, without cutting through
a core sample is the make-up of the concrete itself and the
aggregates that supply its crucial inner strength.
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Convenience
For our many business clients, time is money. So, as a company, we
put a lot of emphasis on making ourselves as easy as possible to deal
with. Our modern ﬂeet of Transit mixers offer a convenient and cost
effective method of supplying ready mixed concrete to commercial,
industrial and residential projects.

Concrete pumps can place ready mixed concrete exactly where it is
required. This option
is especially useful where AR is difficult
or large quantities are required. In addition to conventional
concrete, it’s possible to create a range of interesting decorative
textures and ﬁnishes to heighten the visual impact of ﬁnished product.

Customer Concern
We operate computerized batching technology to ensure consistent
performance in the production of ready mixed concrete to customer
speciﬁcations. Our centrally located computerized dispatching system
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provides customers with a convenient means of ordering their
ready mixed concrete requirements wherever they are located

Pumping
AR Concrete can arrange pumping services through reliable Business
Partners. Pumping can be a cost-efficient solution for projects where
volumes are large or access is difﬁcult, such as interior work,
multistory buildings, bridges, back sections, or wet and swampy
areas.

Placing
Having delivered concrete on site, we recognize that the appearance
and some quality aspects of the ﬁnished product will be in the hands
of the concrete placers. AR Concrete acknowledges the key role that
placers have in this respect and has technical and sales staff
available to recommend the best means of achieving a quality
outcome.
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Versatility
AR Concrete has a recognized ability to effectively manage concrete
projects ranging from smaller residential projects through to
complex mass pours.

Service
AR Concrete customers have to come to expect a high level of service
from our staff that not only understand the business of concrete but
are willing to go the extra distance to create a satisﬁed customer.

Technical Solution
AR Concrete operates a fully equipped laboratory. The laboratory not
only checks the consistency of raw materials and mix designs, it also
plays a key role in new product development. Where projects call for
specialized technical assistance, we have technical staff available to
assist with solutions.
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Proven Reliability

AR Concrete has been at the forefront of the ready mixed concrete
business since the early 2012 as our customers can rely on our
ability to consistently deliver quality product to tight delivery
schedules, we have learned the importance of doing the simple things
well. This is reﬂected in the strength of our quality assurance
processes and our attention to detail.

Support
AR Concrete has a comprehensive database of cases on effective
solutions related to concrete. Our customer service can support you
on information about Work ability, placing, compacting and curing,
cracking control, uneven s
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